Topic: Revolution in Germany, 1820-1830s

Questions for supplementary readings

1) What were demands and aims of liberals in the German states? Did all liberals have concerted aims in the German states? If not, what were their differences? (See p.108)

2) What was the role of Metternich in German Confederation? Do you think he was a good leader to maintain peace and order in German Confederation? (See p.228-229)

3) What’s the meaning of Nationalism in the German states? (See p.229)

4) The whole German states were under the rule of absolute monarchy? Do you agreed? (See p.229)

5) Why did German liberals regard Prussia as leader for liberal movement initially? (See p.230-231)

6) Who were the members in 1820-1830s’ revolutions? What were their targets? (See p.231-232)

7) Where did the revolution break out in 1830? (See p.232)

8) Why did revolution in 1820-1830s ended in failure? (See p.231-233)

9) German revolution was a loose revolution. What were forces of uniting German states together after 1830s? (See p.233-236)